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I don't neccessarily believe it, but there are those that say, " .....01/ good things must end." In this case, I am a little sad it's over,
but I'm sure glad it didn't stay! I got coldl!

Today, our big water year with no "cuts" has sadly ended. We received word that all rights later then September, 1885, are to be
cut. That, of course, has an effect on almost everyone, but it ends water completely for about 15 users, directly, and a few others
just by association, due to variables like "ditch loss", where the water thats left in the canal is lost thru conveyance, and is
therefore, no longer available for actual use. Many of the effected are on the lower end of the 75 lateral. Justin and I are currently
working to get the word out to them.
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We were given 6 discarded wooden power poles from Idaho Power last week. No "end", in this case. Recycling! I ....2 of them 40
feet long. We will use them to build some foot bridges in a couple of strategic locations in order to accommodate access and to
provide a platform for measuring flows.

Many of our neighbors are in the middle of their longest days. They are likely happy when this season ends, but, at the same
time, happy with the results ....

The end of the season for our recharge ponds ...... birds and the butterflies are bummed .....

Keith adding considerable area to our mowable ROW. This is on Lateral 75 near Silver Creek Farms. We will seed this with grass
and return later in the season to burn the accumulated brush piles. I have a plan drawn up for where he will go next and on to
about 8 other sights thru out the Fall.

We are currently discussing options for mowing what's mow-able this year, and all that will be mow-able next year. .....working
towards an end to what was a somewhat unmanageable Right of Way.
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I couldn't help but include my Eclipse photo. This was shortly after the end of Climax and everyone had rushed back to work,
.....or maybe refills.

Please call with additions or questions about any of the included ....

John Wright (775)934-6200

p.s: ...Iots of difficulty with phone service lately. 60 ditch related phone calls, ( 25 % unsuccessful attempts) on Thurs. What would
we do without cell phones7

8000 feet elevation. North of Howe. Spectacular!
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